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Rotational magnetic particles microrheology: The Maxwellian case
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An experimental method based on the rotational dynamics of a magnetic probe is reported to measure the
local viscoelasticity of soft materials on microscopic scales. The technique is based on the alignment of dipolar
chains of submicrometer magnetic particles in the direction of an applied magnetic field. On one hand, light
scattering is used to detect the chains’ oscillations over a 0.001–100 Hz frequency range when submitted to an
oscillating magnetic field and leads to global microrheological measurements. On the other hand, the chains’
rotation toward a permanent magnetic field is observed with a microscope, allowing a local determination of
viscoelastic properties on the scale of the chains of particles. We demonstrate the accuracy of both assays with
a micellar Maxwellian solution and validate theoretical predictions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Microrheology is a promising technique to measure v
coelastic properties of soft materials that cannot be produ
in bulk quantites~from biological polymers to living cells! or
to probe the local viscoelastic behavior of rheologically
homogeneous materials. This has led, during the last dec
to more and more studies focusing on probing complex flu
on microscopic scales. All techniques that are presently u
consist in measuring the response of embedded collo
spherical particles~typical diameter in the range of a few
micrometers! to external forces. These microrheologic
methods, using small probe particles, fall into two categor
The first involves an active manipulation of the prob
within the sample: a controlled force is exerted on the p
ticles via either external magnetic fields@1–3# or laser twee-
zers@4#. The second uses particles as passive probes w
the material: the thermally fluctuating positions of the p
ticles undergoing Brownian motion are observed and the
coelasticity is deduced using the fluctuation dissipation th
rem @5–8,11#. The local measurements obtained by the
microrheological techniques often differ from macrosco
measurements@12,13#, possibly due to the interactions of th
particle size with the different scales of the probed mate
@14#. Both techniques involve the translational movements
a spherical probe of characteristic diameterd. The magnetic
and optical forces vary asd3 and the Brownian forces a
kBT/d. These forces are compensated by the fluid frict
which varies asd. This difference makes it difficult to ana
lyze the size dependence of the rheological behavior. Re
work @15# extended translational thermally driven diffusio
microrheology to the study of the rotational diffusion of a
isotropically shaped particles, opening the field of rotatio
microrheology measurements. As the rotational dynamic
thermally induced, the problem of size dependencies
holds. In contrast, if one considers an active probe submi
to an external magnetic torque, the angular rotation of
probe is independent of its size: the viscoelastic frict
torque is proportional tod3, as for the magnetic torque. Ro
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tating probes should therefore become more effective in
ploring the viscoelastic properties of soft materials and th
scaling. Precise knowledge of the probe diameter, which
often a problem for micrometer-sized particles, is no long
an issue. The dynamics of pairs of magnetic holes@16# or
chains of magnetic particles@17# submitted to a rotating
magnetic field have been fully characterized in viscous
ids. The rotation of a single micrometer-sized particle w
also used to study the microrheology of Newtonian flu
@18#, with magnetic detection. As far as we know, viscoela
tic properties of soft materials have not been explored
using active manipulation of rotating probes. In this pap
we propose a technique of microrheology based on either
oscillation of chains of micrometer-sized magnetic partic
or their rotation toward the direction of a permanent ma
netic field. The theoretical principles are described first, a
then the technique is tested and validated by probing
microrheology of solutions exhibiting Maxwellian linear vis
coelastic behavior.

II. THEORY

A. Maxwell rheological model for a rotating geometry

Our aim is to apply the well known Maxwell viscoelast
model to a rotating geometry. As illustrated in Figs. 1~a! and
1~b!, the Maxwell mechanical equivalent circuit of a sprin
and a dashpot in series consists of a dashpot coupled
torsion wire. The displacementz of a particle in translation is
linked to the applied forceF according to

dz

dt
5

1

k

dF

dt
1

F

j
, ~1!

wherek is the spring elastic constant andj the dashpot vis-
cous constant, these constants being proportional, res
tively, to the Young modulus and viscosity with a factor d
pending on the geometry of the particle. We transpose
equation to describe the rotation of a particle inside a M
wellian fluid and submitted to an applied torqueG, writing
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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C. WILHELM et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 011504 ~2003!
the angular velocity as the sum of an elastic contribut
~elastic torqueCu) and a dissipative contribution~friction
torquegu̇):

du

dt
5

1

C

dG

dt
1

G

g
, ~2!

whereC andg are, respectively, the elastic and viscous co
stants. This equivalence has previously been verified@19# by
comparing the analysis of the translation of a macroscopi~1
mm diameter! magnetic bead inside a Maxwellian fluid t
the analysis of the rotation of a macroscopic~0.05 mm di-
ameter, 0.5 mm length! magnetic needle inside the sam
fluid.

B. Viscoelastic torques

The elastic and dissipative rotational constantsC and g
are directly related to the shear modulusG and viscosityh
by elastic and dissipative geometrical factors, respectiv
ke andkd :

C5keVG and g5kdVh, ~3!

whereV is the volume of the rotating object. For a spheric
particle of diameterd rotating in a medium of viscosityh,
the expression for the dissipative torque@20#, Gd5
2pd3hdu/dt ~d is the particle diameter!, directly giveskd
56. It has been recently demonstrated@21# that, in the case
of the rotation of a spherical particle in a homogeneous e
tic medium, the elastic torque exerted on the bead is wri
asGe52pd3Gu, so thatke5kd56. Note that this equality
can also be explained by considering the generalized Sto
Einstein relation~see @8# for instance!. For a chain ofN
spherical particles, the dissipative constantkd has been cal-
culated using the Shish-Kebab model@9#, with N large com-
pared to unity~see Fig. 2!:

FIG. 1. ~a! Maxwell mechanical equivalent circuit describin
the displacement of a translating probe submitted to an exte
magnetic force and~b! equivalent for a rotating probe submitted
an external magnetic torque: a torsion wire~elastic constant C! is
then connected to a dashpot~viscous constantg!.
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kd~N!5
2N2

ln~N/2!
. ~4!

For chains containing less than ten particles, a more p
cise estimation ofkd can be obtained by assimilating th
chain of particles to a prolate ellipsoid~with an aspect ratio
equal to N! @10#. We suggest a simple phenomenologic
function that describeskd , in our experiment, for any size o
chain:

kd~N!5
2N2

ln~N/2!1b/N
. ~5!

The value ofb is determined by fitting experimental da
using Eq.~5! ~see Sec. IV B!: b52.4. The geometrical elas
tic rotation factorke has not yet been calculated for an elli
soidal shape. Let us assume that, as found for a sphereke
5kd5k for chains of particles. This hypothesis will be e
perimentally confirmed further~see Secs. IV and V!.

C. Magnetic torque and mechanical equilibrium

The particles used in this study exhibit a paramagnetic
behavior: an external magnetic fieldHW induces a magnetic
dipolar momentmW 5(p/6)d3xHW , where x5M /H is the
magnetic susceptibility at the corresponding field,M the
magnetization, andd the particles diameter. The magnet
torque applied to a chain ofN particles was calculated in
@17#. Briefly, one must sum all the torques that are exerted
each particle due to the magnetic interaction of the part
with its near neighbors. Each chain is finally submitted to
magnetic torque

G5
3m0m2

4p

N2

2d3 sin@2~b2b!#5kmV
sin@2~b2u!#

2
,

~6!

whereV5N(p/6)d3 is the chain volume and using the ang
notations of Fig. 2~a!. The magnetic factorkm expressed in
Pa can be simply rewritten as

km~N,H !5
m0

8
Nx2H2. ~7!

Equation~2! then becomes

K
du

dt
5

1

2G

d

dt
$sin@2~b2u!#%1

1

2h
sin@2~b2u!#, ~8!

whereG andh are, respectively, the shear modulus and
viscosity of the surrounded material and

K~N,H !5
k

km
. ~9!

K is in Pa21 and can be viewed as the inverse of
equivalent magnetic shear modulus. As mentioned in the
troduction, asK only depends upon the number of particl
within the chain, the chain dynamic does not vary with t
particle size.
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ROTATIONAL MAGNETIC PARTICLES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 011504 ~2003!
FIG. 2. ~a! The rotating probe
consists of a chain ofN paramag-
netic spherical particles.u is the
angle from the initial needle posi
tion and (b2u) the angle be-
tween the needle and the applie
magnetic field. Each magneti
momentm of the particles within
the chain is oriented along th
field ~paramagnetic behavior!. ~b!
Theoretical Bode diagram of the
angular response~amplitude and
phase! of chains of magnetic par-
ticles dispersed in a Maxwellian
fluid submitted to a spatially oscil-
lating magnetic field. The depen
dence on relaxation timet ~for a
given KG550) is illustrated
above and the effect of paramete
KG ~for a given t50.1 s) is
shown below.~c! The theoretical
angle response of a magnetic pa
ticle chain, submitted to a mag
netic field initially at angleb0

525°. The effects of variation of
the relaxation timet (KG550)
and of the parameterKG (t
50.1 s) are illustrated, respec
tively, above and below.
he
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Using Eq.~8!, the shear modulus and the viscosity of t
fluid under investigation are measured via the analysis of
motion of the chain in response to either an oscillating m
netic field or a step magnetic field.

D. Oscillating chains

Let us first consider a perturbation consisting of a m
netic field HW whose direction oscillates within the angle
@2b0 ;b0# at frequencyv: the field angleb is written asb
5b0 sin(vt). The chains of particles then oscillate within th
angles@2u0 ;u0#, with a phase lagw: u5u0 sin(vt1w). Us-
ing complex notation,b5b0eivt andu5u0ei (vt1w), Eq. ~8!
directly gives, forb0!1,

u05b0

11 ivt

11 ivt~11KG!
, ~10!

where
01150
e
-

-

t5
h

G
~11!

is the viscoelastic relaxation time.
The phase and magnitude are easily deduced:

u0

b0
5A@11~vt!2#/$11@vt~11KG!#2%, ~12!

w5$arctan~vt!2arctan@~11KG!vt#%, ~13!

and are represented in Fig. 2~b! for different relaxation times
and constantsK. The frequencyvm and valuew(vm) of the
phase minimum,

vm5
1

t
A1/~11KG!, w~vm!5

p

2
22 arctanA11KG,

~14!
4-3
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allow a direct determination oft andG ~assuming thatK is
known!.

E. Rotation toward a permanent magnetic field

We now model the dynamic of the chains when a perm
nent homogeneous magnetic fieldH is switched on att50 in
a direction that makes an angleb0 with the chains. Angle
notations are given in Fig. 2~a! and the motion of a chain
towardHW is governed by Eq.~8! with b5b0 . An analytical
solution for t(u) exists, for anyb0 :

t5tH ln
sin@2~b02u0!#

sin@2~b02u!#
1KG ln

tan~b02u0!

tan~b02u! J
with 2u05

sin@2~b02u0!#

KG
. ~15!

The typical response curves are shown in Fig. 2~c! for
different sets of parameters. The viscosityh governs the
long-time rotation toward the field. The instantaneous an
jump at t50 directly givesG: the higherG, the smaller the
jump.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Magnetic beads

Superparamagnetic particles of 650 nm hydrodynamic
ameter made of maghemite nanoparticles~volume fraction
3.4%! dispersed in low density polystyrene~Merck, Estapor,
M1030/40! were used to probe soft materials on microsco
scales. To measure their magnetization, the particles are
pended in gel at known volumic concentration and are os
lated in the same direction as a magnetic field created b
electromagnet. The corresponding emf generated in detec
coils is measured at the oscillation frequency. One obta
~Fig. 3! the magnetization curveM v(H) for the magnetic
bead, illustrating the paramagneticlike behavior of the p
ticles. The magnetic susceptibility of the particles wasx
50.07 for B50.2 T (H5160 kA m21) and 0.12 for B
50.1 T (H580 kA m21), which are the two magnetic field
amplitudes used in this study. The volume concentration
the particles in all the samples used in the experiments
f5531024.

B. Micellar solutions

Solutions of surfactant molecules in aqueous soluti
were chosen for this study due to their linear viscoela
properties following the Maxwell model. The cationic su
factant cethyltrimethylammonium chloride~CTAC! forms
cylindrical micelles which entangle and confer viscoelas
properties on the fluid. CTAC is diluted in distilled water
@CTAC#50.1M with an additive salt@NaSal#50.12M . The
solution of micelles obtained was mechanically characteri
using a Couette rheometer for five different temperatures:
27.5, 30, 32.5, and 35 °C. Figure 4~a!, representingG9 as a
function ofG8, illustrates the Maxwell behavior of the solu
tion: the semicircle observed on this Cole-Cole plot refle
the following frequency dependence forG8 andG9:
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G85
Gv2tR

2

11v2tR
2 and G95

GvtR

11v2tR
2 . ~16!

G is the shear modulus andtR5h/G the viscoelastic relax-
ation time, measured in a classical rheology experiment.
the micellar solution under consideration, the shear modu
G is almost independent of temperature, whereas the re
ation time drastically decreases with increasing temperat
Figure 4~b! shows the temperature dependence of both sh
modulusG and viscosityh.

C. Light scattering

Chains are first formed within the sample in a 0.2 T ma
netic field at 25 °C for 2 h. The chain structure is illustrat
in the inset~b! of Fig. 5. No bundled structures are observe
The global rotation motion of the chains of magnetic p
ticles submitted to an oscillating magnetic field is measu
using the light scattering technique. The sample is pla
inside a temperature controlled cylinder and submitted to
oscillating magnetic field: two permanent magnets creat
homogeneous static magnetic field of 0.2 T in they direction
and Helmoltz coils add a 150 mT magnetic field oscillati
at v in the perpendicularx direction. Consequently, the re
sulting field has an average value of approximately 0.2 T a
oscillates within an 8° angle (@2b0 ;b0#), inducing oscilla-
tion of the chains of magnetic particles inside the tes
sample. The beam of a He-Ne laser~L! operating at a wave-
length of 632.8 nm runs through the sample~see Fig. 5!. The
light scattered by the sample then exhibits a diffusion str
that spatially oscillates in the direction perpendicular to
chains. A specific window has been designed to intercept
diffusion streak so that the intensity inside the window
directly proportional to the angle of the chainsu. The polar
coordinatesr 1(u) and r 2(u) of the window contours are

FIG. 3. MagnetizationM v of a magnetic particle as a function o
the applied field. The particles are paramagnetic: magnetization
creases with the field and, when the field decreases, there i
remanent magnetization.
4-4
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ROTATIONAL MAGNETIC PARTICLES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 011504 ~2003!
given by the two equationsr 12r 25k(u2b0) and r 1

1r 252l , wherel is the distance between the window a
the center of the laser beam andk is a proportionality con-
stant, here chosen equal tol. The corresponding window is
represented in the inset~a! of Fig. 5. The image of the win-
dow through a convergent lens is focused on a photodi
~PD!. A lock-in amplifier extracts the phase and the mag
tude of thev component of the intensity detected by t
photodetector. The time required to obtain the wh
spectrum1 ~from 2 mHz to 100 Hz! attains 20 min and is
small compared to the time required for the chains to fo
and lengthen~2 h!. This allows us to consider the chains
be in a steady structure during the experiment. The inten
is also monitored on an oscilloscope. The linearity of t
method was checked: the detected signal is sinusoidal,

1Points at 2, 5, 10, 25, and 50 mHz were obtained directly on
numeric oscilloscope during half a period, whereas the rest of
spectrum from 0.01 to 100 Hz was measured using the loc
amplifier, 20 s per measurement.

FIG. 4. ~a! Cole-Cole plot of the viscoelastic modulus of a
aqueous solution of@CTAC#50.1M with @NaSal#50.2M at 30 °C
exhibiting a Maxwell type behavior~Couette rheometer measur
ments!. ~b! Temperature dependence of the shear modulusG and
the viscosityh. h varies from 9.3~25 °C! to 1.4 Pa s~35 °C! when
temperature increases althoughG remains sensitively constant wit
a main value of 57 Pa.
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very low harmonic content. By dividing the magnitude by
value for the lowest frequency~where no phase lag occurs!,
one obtains the magnitude and phase ofu0 /b0 .

D. Optical microscopy

In order to visualize the rotation of a single chain of ma
netic particles toward a permanent magnetic field, as
scribed in Sec. II E, the magnetic setup presented in Fig.~a!
has been adapted to a Leica inverted microscope. Two
manent magnets create a homogeneous field of 90 mT,
erating the formation of chains in the field direction. Att
50, a Helmoltz coil creates a 42 mT field in the orthogon
direction and one can observe the rotation of the chains
tate toward the 100 mT resulting field at 25° of the initi
direction. The rotation of a single chain is observed throu
a 3100 thermostated objective@see Fig. 6~b!# and recorded
using video imaging.

IV. RESULTS

A. Oscillating chains

When submitted to a magnetic field rotating between
angles2b0 andb0 at frequencyv/2p @b5b0 sin(vt)#, the
chains of magnetic particles oscillate with the angleu
5u0 sin(vt1w). Particles are inserted in the micellar sol
tion described in Sec. II B and the phasew and relative mag-
nitude u0 /b0 are measured from 1 mHz to 100 Hz at 2
27.5, 30, 32.5, and 35 °C. Four independent experime
were performed for each temperature to test the reproduc
ity of the assay, leading to an experimental error of 2%
the magnitude and 3.5% for the phase. The average po
for each temperature are represented in Fig. 7. As predi
by the theory~Sec. I D!, one can observe a minimum for th
phase and an inflection point for the magnitude, at the sa
frequencyvm . A non-negligible asymmetry appears, how
ever, aroundvm , in contradiction to the theoretical curve
shown in Fig. 2~b!. This asymmetry is caused by the distr
bution of the chain length within the probed sample. Cha
can indeed contain between two and 100 particles, the c
length ranging from 1 to about 60mm @determined by obser
vations through a microscope, illustrated in Fig. 5~a!#. The
average chain length has been estimated at around 10mm
(N520610), so that the parameterK defined by Eqs.~5!,
~7!, and ~9! has a mean valueKm5(0.960.3) Pa21. Equa-
tion ~8! must then be weighted with the probabilityP(K)
reflecting the distribution of the parameterK, due to the dis-
tribution of the chain lengths:

u05b0E 11 ivt

11 ivt~11KG!
P~K !d~K !. ~17!

A log-normal distribution@Fig. 8~a!# accurately models the
experimental data:

P~K !5
1

~2p!2sK
expF2

1

2s2 S ln
K

K0
D 2G . ~18!

e
e
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FIG. 5. Schematic diagram of the light sca
tering experimental setup. A 633 nm laser bea
runs through the sample submitted to a spatia
oscillating magnetic field. The intense scatter
streak is perpendicular to the chains’ directio
and is intercepted by the window represented
inset ~a! of the figure. Using a photodiode detec
tion of the window image through a converge
lens, the angular magnitude and phase lag of
chains at the field frequency are extracted usin
lock-in amplifier. The photodiode signal is als
monitored on an oscilloscope.~b! Chains of mag-
netic particles of 650 nm diameter for a samp
placed in a 0.2 T homogeneous field for 2 h ob-
served in a microscope with magnification340.
Bar stands for 10mm.
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For all temperatures, Eqs.~17! and~18! with s50.85 and
K050.6 Pa21 ~corresponding toKm50.9 Pa21) provide a
good description~black lines in Fig. 7! of the experimental
data. Determining the relaxation timet through fitting is ac-
curate and is plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 8~b!.
The same relaxation times are obtained in macroscopic

FIG. 6. ~a! Sketch of the magnetic setup allowing microsco
observation of the rotation of chains of magnetic particles towa
permanent magnetic field.~b! Images of the rotation of chains o
particles through3100 magnification objective~from left to right,
N53, 7, 10!. Bar stands for 1mm.
01150
nd

microscopic measurements, justifyinga posteriori the hy-
pothesis that the elastic and dissipative rotational factorske
andkv are equal. As the exact distribution of the number
particles per chain is not precisely known, this assay o
gives an estimation of the shear modulusG, that is found not
dependent on temperature, with a mean valueG5(75
625) Pa.

B. Rotation toward a permanent magnetic field

To obtain an accurate evaluation of both viscous and e
tic moduli, a second series of experiments is performed us
the setup described in Sec. II D. Direct measurements of
chain length~or identically the number of particles within th
considered chain! are performed under a microscope in ord
to access the factorK.

First, the rotation of chains of different lengths (N
53,5,7,10,15) toward an applied magnetic field is measu
as a function of time for the micellar solution at 30 °C. Thr
independent measurements were achieved for each numbN
of particles per chain and the average curves are represe
on Fig. 9~a!. For N515, we assume the Shish-Kebab mod
to be valid and Eq.~3! gives the value of the geometrica
rotation factor:k(N515)5223. The parameterK is then
equal to 1.3 Pa21 @km(N515)5169 Pa; see Eq.~7!# and a fit
of the experimental data@black lines in Fig. 9~a!# using Eq.
~15! gives the relaxation timet5(0.0660.002) s and the
shear modulusG5(5861) Pa. The parameterK for N
53,5,7,10 is then obtained through fitting the four oth
curves of Fig. 9~a! and the equivalent geometrical rotation
factorsk are represented on Fig. 9~b! with respect toN. k
goes from the value corresponding to an ellipsoidal shape
small N to the value determined using the chain model
N.10. The overall behavior is correctly represented by

a

4-6
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ROTATIONAL MAGNETIC PARTICLES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 011504 ~2003!
phenomenological law described in Eq.~5! with b52.4.
Secondly, the rotation of chains containing seven partic

is measured for the five different temperatures. Each m
surement is repeated three times. The average curves
represented on Fig. 10~a! with the fits obtained using Eqs
~12! and ~13! ~black lines in the figure!. This method yields
the same values of the relaxation timest as the values ob
tained using the light scattering method. However, as
factor K can now be calculated using Eq.~5!, the shear
modulusG is precisely determined for each temperature.
nally, the shear modulusG and the viscosityh obtained by
this microrheology assay are represented in Fig. 10~b! and
are coherent with the values obtained using the classical
ometer.

V. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Micrometer-sized magnetic particles, dispersed into s
materials and submitted to a constant magnetic field, s
organize in chains. When submitted to an additional m
netic field in the perpendicular direction, these chains rot
providing an efficient tool to probe the viscoelastic char

FIG. 7. Experimental Bode diagrams for the micellar solution
25, 27.5, 30, 32.5, and 35 °C obtained by the light scattering as
Experimental points are correctly fitted by Eqs.~17! and~18! ~black
lines!.
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teristics of the fluid. Two different techniques are used; o
is global and the other is local.

The analysis of the streak line diffraction pattern of a la
beam passing through the sample gives access to the in
taneous angular orientation of the chains. When an alter
ing additional magnetic field is applied, the frequency
sponse of the angular amplitude of the oscillation of t
chains provides an accurate estimation of the viscoela
relaxation time. Using a homogeneous micellar solution h
ing a rheological Maxwellian behavior, this measuremen
shown to correspond very well with results obtained us
classical rheometry. The resulting assumption that the hyd
dynamic viscous volume and elastic volume displaced by
chain are equal therefore holds (ke5km). One must address
at this stage the issue of the range of material viscoela
properties accessible using this technique. It appears intu

t
y.

FIG. 8. ~a! Log-normal distributionP(K) of parameterK re-
flecting the distribution of the number of particles per chain with
the tested solutions@corresponding distributionP(N) shown in the
inset#. ~b! Temperature dependence of the relaxation time of
micellar solutions measured using light scattering~black diamonds!
and by classical rheology~white diamonds!. The two sets of values
correspond well.
4-7
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that the technique would not work in the highly dilute pa
ticle limit since the formation of the chains then requires
excessively long time and that one must also avoid too h
a concentration of particles where aggregation of dipo
chains could occur. Let us estimate for a minimum volu
fraction of 1024 and a maximum one of 1023 the range of
viscoelasticities that can then be probed.

First, the formation of the chains themselves is cruc
The characteristic time for chain formation is given by

T0;
h

m0M v
2 f25/3, ~19!

FIG. 9. ~a! Experimental plots of the rotation angle at 30 °C
different chains (N53, 5, 7, 10, and 15! toward the applied 0.1 T
magnetic field. Each curve is the average of three independent
surements.~b! Geometrical rotational factork as a function ofN for
an ellipsoidal probe~gray line,N is then assimilated to the aspe
ratio of the ellipsoid! and a chain ofN particles ~Shish-Kebab
model, black line!. Experimental measurements are represented
the same plot~black circles! with the corresponding phenomeno
logical law described in Eq.~5! ~dashed line!.
01150
n
h
r

e

l.

where h is the zero-frequency viscosity,f is the volume
fraction, andM is the particle volume magnetization. Nu
merical estimation for our experimental conditions@M v(B
50.2 T)5104 A m21, h;10 Pa s ~chain formation at
25 °C!, f5531024] leads to 3.5 h, in agreement with th
observation that no aggregated chains are seen after the
preparation of the sample under a magnetic field. This ju
fies also the assumption that no aggregation occurs du

ea-

n

FIG. 10. ~a! Experimental plots of the rotation angle as a fun
tion of time for a chain containing seven particles toward a perm
nent 0.1 T magnetic field in the micellar solutions at 25, 27.5,
32.5, and 35 °C, the smaller the relaxation time~the higher the
temperature!, the faster the chain relaxes toward the applied fie
Each curve is the average of three independent measurement~b!
Temperature dependence of the shear modulusG and the viscosity
h. Black squares and circles are obtained by microscope micro
ology measurement while white squares and circles are obtaine
classical rheology experiment.
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the time required for the measure~20 min!. Chain formation
fails if the viscosityh is too large. The same happens if th
particles are too dilute. Using our particles with a maximu
volume fraction of 1023 and considering that chain forma
tion should not exceed 24 h, the largest viscosity tha
accessible with our technique ishmax;102 Pa s. Conversely
if h is too small, the chain formation could be too fast f
practical use. Using our particles with a minimum volum
fraction of 1024, the lowest viscosity~corresponding to a
characteristic time for chain formation of 1 h! that is acces-
sible with our experimental conditions ishmin;1023 Pa s.
Nevertheless, it is always possible to lower the limit of lo
viscosity by diminishing the magnetic field intensity.

Second, one must make sure that, once the chains
formed, the measurement is possible. In this way, on
hand, in order to be able to extractt from the spectrum, it is
necessary thatKG is bounded between, say, 1022 and 103

~this represents the dynamics given by the lock-in amplifie!.
SinceK;1 Pa21 in our experimental conditions~mean num-
ber of 20 particles per chain!, G must be bounded betwee
1022 and 103 Pa. On the other hand, it is necessary to acc
about two decades around the minimum frequency, give
Eq. ~14!, with K;1 Pa21. Then, in order to neglect the cha
formation during the course of the experiment~20 min!, it is
required that the period corresponding to the lower f
quency used (vm/10) is much smaller thanT0 . This condi-
tion directly leads to a minimum value of the shear modu
Gmin , satisfying A11KGmin/KGmin5f25/3/2p102m0M v

2,
with K;1Pa21. Finally, it is difficult to produce a magneti
field whose frequency exceeds 1 kHz. The higher freque
of the spectrum (10vm) must therefore stay inferior tof max
51 kHz, providing a condition that bothh andG must sat-
isfy: h>G/2p103A11KG, with K;1Pa21. Figure 11
summarizes the accessible range for viscosity and elast
using the presented rotational technique, for volume fr
tions in particles of 1024 and 1023 and for a volume mag-
netization of the particlesM v5104 A m21 ~magnetic field
applied 0.2 T!.

The problems of chain aggregation and imprecise kno
edge of chain lengths~which are mostly responsible for th
limitations in the accessible viscoelasticities that can
probed! are overcome by using the direct observation o
single chain under a microscope. The relaxation of the ch
toward a constant magnetic field is recorded on video. T
chain structure is then precisely known in the particular
gion of interest and the angular response curves, the r
tional analogs of compliance, are fitted using both elastic
viscous moduli as parameters. The geometrical factork in-
volved in the theoretical description has been calibrated
S.
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found to be well described by the chain model for chains
aspect ratio larger than 10. The results match classical
ometry within 10%.

This simple and accurate microrheology technique usin
rotational probe will be of major interest for viscoelast
measurements of biological semitransparent samples w
are only available in small volumes~200 ml are sufficient!.
By varying the size of the probe~but not its aspect ratio!, it
will be possible to investigate how viscoelastic moduli
soft materials scale, therefore revealing the characteristic
of the mechanical structure of complex materials.

In the same way, the rheology of the cytoplasm of livin
cells may be investigated, using the local measurement
single chain rotation in the cell interior. It has indeed be
demonstrated@22# that magnetic nanoparticles are interna
ized within cells and concentrate inside intracellular endo
mal compartments. Each magnetic endosome can be as
lated into a sphere of 0.6mm and will be used as the
equivalent therefore of the particles under consideration
this study. The magnetically induced rotation of these en
some chains will provide quantitative information about t
local intracellular viscoelasticity.
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FIG. 11. Representation of the range of accessible viscoelas
ties ~in gray; viscosityh in Pa s and elasticityG in Pa! using the
light diffusion technique, in our experimental conditions and f
two different volume fractionsf of particles. One can also reduc
the intensity of the applied magnetic field to probe lower visco
ties.
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